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Rational mineral deposit management
in the light of mineral resources theory

Introduction

Year 2011 is characterized by an extraordinary dynamics of growth in prices of most
mineral commodities, including those (gold, copper), whose prices are known to rise during
world financial crises. Is such rise in mineral commodities prices a proof for reserve
depletion, unbalanced mineral economy (Bachowski et al. 2009; Szama³ek 2008) or is it
a purely economical phenomenon? Is a rational management of mineral resources ever more
needed and, as suggested by Nieæ (2006), possible? Rational extraction of mineral deposits
and their legal protection, as well as functioning of legal instruments, have long tradition in
Poland (Dulewski, Sowa 2007), which have been amply discussed in literature (Koz³owski
1989; Ney 1971, 2001; Nieæ 2003, 2006; Radwanek-B¹k 2007). Rational mineral resources
management is therefore a concept used, discussed – and yet insufficiently well defined.
In this paper, it is assumed that this term means a continuous process of improving the rules
for extracting and preserving of mineral resources, rather than a single legal measure.

Mineral deposits can be defined as natural accumulations of mineral resources which
are exploitable in both technical and economical terms. Extraction of mineral resources
is a continuous process of exploring and using of new resources, in most cases under
successively worse geological-mining conditions and thus more expensively (cf. the 1817
Ricardo paradigm).

Mineral commodities (reserves), even though increasingly expensive to extract, are
still available. Still, Malthus’ claim (1798) that there are physical limits to humanity’s
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development, beyond which its needs cannot be met, is valid. This view – explored further in
the reports produced by the Club of Rome – is the basis for the static natural resources theory
(resources viewed as depleteable, restricted, damageable). Some of the premises behind this
theory need to be critically analysed: has any mineral resource been found lacking, in spite of
intensive economic growth the world has witnessed in the past 200 years? Is viewing mineral
resources as depleteable correct? How is the R/P of basic resources formed? What is the
scenario for mineral resources access in the next 500 years?

The static theory is true in a specific, yet long-distant chronological perspective. Still, it is
argued here that during the next several hundred years, mineral resources will be still readily
available. This argument is formed on the basis of a different model, the dynamic natural
resources theory (Dembowski 1989; Szama³ek 2007a).

The static and dynamic theories lead to different conclusions concerning the strategy and
long-term goals for resources management. Any resource-theory should consider techno-
logical development, which leads to shifting the definition of renewable and non-renewable
resources (cf. the developments in the 19th century; Szama³ek 2007a). The widely-accepted
view is that mineral (abiotic) resources are depleteable, whereas organic resources (biotic)
are not. If, however, this opinion was to be closely investigated, other conclusions could
have been reached, especially if one considers changes over time and human activity
(Szama³ek 2007a). Ensuring access to mineral resources does not absolve from the necessity
of conducting a rational management of mineral deposits. There is therefore a need for
new legal, and especially economical instruments, which would ensure meeting the new
rules of rational mineral resources management.

1. Are mineral resources being depleted?

It may appear that there is only one possible answer to this question – yes, mineral
resources are constantly being depleted through their extraction. In considering this issue,
one may take one of two standpoints which can be, somewhat simplistically, called pes-
simistic and optimistic (Kicki 2011). There is no doubt that mineral resources will be
eventually depleted – yet the more important question is when we can expect this to happen.
The dynamics of world mineral commodities consumption is caused by the increase of
human population needs. The world economy forecast for consumption of energy shows
that economic growth ought to rise mostly in OECD countries (Fig. 1). Additionally, the
prospected structure of energy supply is composed mostly of natural gas, oil as well as coal –
it can be thus expected that the structure of energy resources will change only slightly
(Fig. 2). However, when we look at a world balance of mineral resources in a longer
perspective, it appears well-balanced, both in the case of basic energy minerals as well metals
and others (Bilans 2011; USGS). The supply/demand balance needs to be analyzed from
a global perspective, since local, seasonal or national variations may skew the overall
picture.
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The general view from the global perspective shows that the resources/production ratio
(R/P) for several types of mineral resources are on the same, or similar level as they were
50 years ago – e.g. crude oil reserves in 1961 were calculated to last for the next 41 years.
Similarly, the predictions made in 2010 assert that oil resources will last for another
46,2 years (Kicki 2004; BP 2011). A selection of metallic commodities particularly impor-
tant to world economy show a slight decrease of R/P ratio (Table 1), but recent information
about discoveries of new nickel ores deposits (lateritic Ni-ores in Indonesia – Konopka,
Szama³ek 2011 and primary sulphide deposits – http://www.mining.com) shows that new
resources continue to be identified. Therefore, even after several decades, the mineral
sufficiency is on a similar, and in fact even slightly higher, level. This is due to several
factors: discovery of new mineral deposits, mineral substitution, recycling, technological
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Fig. 1. World energy consumption 1990–2035 (US EIA)

Fig.1. Œwiatowe zu¿ycie energii 1990–2035 (US EIA)

Fig. 2. World-total Primary Energy Supply (US EIA)

Fig. 2. £¹czna œwiatowa produkcja energii wed³ug Ÿróde³ pochodzenia (US EIA)



development which allows exploring resources with ever-lower contents of the desired ore or
from deeper and more complicated geological formations, new uses for resources hitherto
not used or used only in a limited way, exploiting mineral co-products, extracting low-
-quality resources and exploiting multi-mineral raw material deposits. It is necessary to
emphasize that consumption and depletion of mineral reserves reduces proportionally,
whereas mineral resources grow by leaps and bounds (Fig. 3).
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TABLE 1

The R/P world ratio for selected metals (data from USGS)

TABELA 1

Wartoœæ parametru R/P wybranych metali (wg USGS)

Metal 1987 2008

Copper 39 36

Nickel 63 46

Cobalt 125 111

Indium 15 19

Fig. 3. Relationship between changes in deposits caused by consumption (–)

and effect of geological prospecting (+)

Fig. 3. Zale¿noœæ zmian w zasobach spowodowanych konsumpcj¹ (–)

oraz efektem poszukiwañ geologicznych (+)
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It can be assumed that even though mineral deposits were created through geological
processes, they “become” deposits through human activity (searching for new mineral
concentrations and assessing their quantity, ever-expanding knowledge and improving
technical expertise). Mineral deposits are, in a short term at least, unlikely to be depleted.

Moreover, since the consumption of products is growing, and the period in which they
remain in use is shorter, the minerals used for their production can sooner be reclaimed
through recycling (chiefly of metallic minerals) (Fig. 4).

Additionally, humanity has still not tapped the rich resources of the seabed (Mizerski,
Szama³ek 2009). It appears that in spite of years of on-going research, mineral resources of
seas and oceans are still known insufficiently. This applies in particular to polymetallic
massive sulphides ores (Szama³ek et al. 2011), Co-rich crusts, metalliferous clays or methane
gas hydrates. The deposits of crude oil and gas in seas and oceans are still poorly known in the
deeper parts of the oceans. Seabed minerals constitute a possible new source for mineral
commodities. Marine mineral resources occur in the bedrocks beneath the ocean floor,
the ocean floor itself, in the sea water and in the shallow, coastal zones.

The overall improvement in resource-access may lead some to thinking that rational
extraction of mineral resources is unnecessary. This, however, is a wrong view; there is no
alternative to rational mineral resources management. The call for rational management is
based on the broader idea of sustainable growth. Since the Rio de Janeiro conference (1992),
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Fig. 4. Deposits as the result of human knowledge (after Krajewski 1982)

Fig. 4. Zasoby jako rezultat wiedzy cz³owieka (wg Krajewski 1982)
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the guidelines for sustainable growth (among them e.g. inter-generation justice, managing
“borrowed resources”; Tilton 2003) are accepted world-wide, and in some countries, such as
Poland, are among the goals set by the constitution. The need for sustainable growth is
dictated by both the need for avoiding the Malthusian crisis as well as the widely-accepted
views on humanity (Legowicz 1991).

There can be little doubt that there is a number of constraints in mineral access. These
factors can be classified as follows: technical, environmental, economical, social, deposit-
-related.

Proper understanding of each of these constraints should allow undertaking actions
which will ease their impact. Ultimately, mineral-access constraints can be expected to be
local/ regional, temporal, qualitative and price-related.

2. Mineral Deposit Management vs consumption of mineral resources

On the one hand, the rational utilization of natural resources is based on economical
and environmental considerations, on the other – it is shaped by the law. Rational resource
management is inseparably connected to the issue of protection of both managed and as
yet unmanaged mineral deposits. The legal protection of mineral deposits (an idea in-
troduced in Poland already in the 1930s) is regulated not only by geological and mining law
(1994, 2011), but also by other bills (Prawo ochrony œrodowiska 2001 – Environment
Protection Law; ustawa o planowaniu i zagospodarowaniu przestrzennym 2003 – Land
Use Planning and Space Management Law) as well legal acts (mainly regulations in-
troduced by the Ministry of Environment concerning the deposit development plan,
technical and economic criteria for deposit development as well as preparing of geological
study).

In spite of wide literature on the rational management of mineral deposits, there is
no widely accepted and legally sanctioned definition of this term. All views on this issue
have a descriptive and postulatable character.

Since 1989, when Poland reintroduced market economy, the crucial goal of investors has
been to receive positive economic results of mineral extraction. Each decision related
to managing mineral resources must have an economical reason, connected with the profita-
bility of exploitation. The existing legal regulations concerning mineral deposit management
are relatively easy to circumvent. Some investors ignore legal requirements, as it allows to
make additional profit. Developing of accompanying minerals and co-occuring useful trace
elements, managing of mineral wastes, by-products and multi-mineral deposits will be done
more efficiently when investors will be stimulated to do so by relevant economical in-
struments. Mining investors must enjoy financial profits from widening their activity. Legal
and economic instruments might be employed when deciding on the exploitation fees on
particular resources, rewards for establishing of mining usufruct agreement, local tax rates or
tax allowance in company income taxes on mining (CIT). It appears that the role of
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economical instruments in mining development has been abandoned too soon (Szama³ek
2001a, b; Szama³ek et al. 2003). We are now in a good moment to recommence this
discussion and come with conclusions acceptable to all parties involved.

The currently existing rules of Geological and Mining Law do not contain legal measures
which could protect undeveloped mineral deposits or areas likely to contain mineral re-
sources sufficiently well. This problem is discussed with urgency by Professor Nieæ, the head
of the Sustainable Resource Management Committee Polish Academy of Sciences, who
suggests passing a new bill to protect undeveloped deposits (Nieæ, Radwanek-B¹k 2011).
It is possible that such legal instruments could be implemented to new geological and mining
laws. The author of this paper supports integral, holistic legal acts, which deal with issues in
their entirety, rather than with their particular aspects in individual bills. The latter model
makes the law difficult for the business, local government bodies and the citizens, and leads
to creating unclear, and sometimes incoherent laws.

Rational mineral deposits management is the main field of study for mineral economy
(Bolewski, Gruszczyk 1980; Szama³ek 2007b) and one of the key areas of concern of the
Ministry of Environment, the body responsible for the country’s geological resources, as
well as the Ministry of Economy, which regulates the extraction of resources by the business.
These two ministries should therefore play a chief role in rational deposits management
process.

In between 1994 and 1995, the Ministries of Environment and Economy – which at that
point bore different names – prepared a document called Guidelines for Mineral commodities

state policy (Za³o¿enia polityki pañstwa w dziedzinie surowców mineralnych), passed in
1996 by the Cabinet of Poland. A similar solution should be prepared today. The issue of
resources is ever-more widely discussed and better understood in Poland as well as in the EU
(Galos, Smakowski 2008; EU 2010; Radwanek-B¹k 2011). Such process should be initiated
by the Minister of Environment.

A pragmatic and rational management of mineral deposit should lead to such practices, in
which the quality of the mineral is adequate to quality of requested mineral commodity used
in production processes. In other words, the mineral commodity should meet minimum
quality criteria. Using minerals characterized by higher-than-minimal features is an example
of non-rational mineral resources management (but may be recognized as rational mineral
deposit management). The problem of non-rational use of minerals having better quality
parameters for production of low-grade products was discussed by Wyrwicka & Wyrwicki
(1992). Their suggestion was to establish a link between the extraction fee with the quality of
the extracted mineral and, more importantly, with utilizing of extracted mineral for named
product.

A good solution of rational mineral deposit management is introduction of well balanced
practice of state agencies as well mining investors. In mineral managing, which constitute
a common good, one cannot pay attention solely to economical considerations. The con-
trolling and stimulating role of the state is above any current economical interests of the
mining business. Geologists, economists, mining investors, miners and representatives of
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local governments need to debate the directions and possible changes in the economy of
mineral resources. The author of this paper believes that such debates were lacking in the
past years when new mining and geological law was being prepared.

Conclusions

A rational management of mineral resources, including management of mineral deposits,
is necessary and should be undertaken by both the state and the mining industry. The history
of world supply and demand of mineral resources suggests that the dynamic model of
resource accessibility could be adopted, even with a long chronological perspective of up to
several hundred years in mind. The static theory of unrenewable resources is objectively
right, just as the view of the inevitability of the ultimate end of the entire universe we inhabit.
In both cases, it is essential to consider the timeframe in which one operates. In both cases,
the ultimate ends are in distant future, although the perspective of depleting natural mineral
resources is admittedly many times closer than the end of the planet. Mineral access
constraints are likely to be of regional/local, temporal, qualitative and price-related character.
In the perspective of the next several hundred years, a global mineral resource crises is
unlikely to happen, as technical progress and research open up new, previously untapped
mineral deposits. Great quantities of minerals are to be found and extracted from the seabed,
deeper parts of Earth crust, industrial mineral refuse, and through recycling.

Legal instruments ought to be used mostly to protect undeveloped but documented
deposits as well as areas with potential deposits. Additionally, appropriate legal means ought
to be used to regulate the licensing process (prospecting and exploring licence).

During licensing process for resource extraction, it is necessary to put more emphasis
on economical instruments (tax allowances for licence fee, extraction fee, mining useful
agreement, income tax, local taxes).

It is also crucial to begin discussing a code for searching and exploiting mineral
resources, which would constitute a coherent collection of legal measure regulating all issues
pertaining to the goal of rational resources (deposits) management. The Ministries of
Environment and Economy should work to prepare a national strategy for managing mineral
resources which would consider the processes and actions of the EU.

The paper was presented during Conference “Sustainable production and consumption of mineral resources –

integrating the EU’s social agenda and resource efficiency”, supported by the National Fund for Environmental

Protection and Water Management.
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RACJONALNA GOSPODARKA Z£O¯EM W ŒWIETLE TEORII ZASOBÓW MINERALNYCH

S ³ o w a k l u c z o w e

Zasoby mineralne, surowce mineralne, racjonalna gospodarka zasobami kopalin, statyczna i dynamiczna
teoria zasobów

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Cywilizacja techniczna wymaga sta³ego dostêpu do z³ó¿ kopalin stanowi¹cych Ÿród³o surowców mineralnych.
W analizie zasobów surowców uwzglêdniæ nale¿y statyczny lub dynamiczny model zasobów. W obu jednak
przypadkach po¿¹dane jest prowadzenie racjonalnej gospodarki surowcami mineralnymi. Racjonalna gospodarka
surowcami nie jest pojêciem w pe³ni zdefiniowanym, lecz jest ci¹g³ym procesem doskonalenia przepisów prawa
oraz dostosowywania techniki i technologii do zagospodarowania z³ó¿ kopalin. Na ró¿nych etapach zagospo-
darowania zasobów nale¿y stosowaæ adekwatne instrumenty prawne b¹dŸ ekonomiczne. Istnieje potrzeba opra-
cowania przez ministrów œrodowiska i gospodarki strategii kraju w zakresie wykorzystania surowców mineralnych
uwzglêdniaj¹cej rozwa¿ania i decyzje podejmowane w ostatnich latach w Unii Europejskiej. Nale¿y d¹¿yæ do
odpowiedzi na pytanie jak d³ugo ludzkoœæ mo¿e wykorzystywaæ zasoby mineralne. Gdzie i kiedy pojawi siê
koñcowa granica zasobów mineralnych? Autor wyra¿a opiniê, ¿e w daj¹cej siê przewidywaæ przysz³oœci ludzkoœci
nie zabraknie zasobów mineralnych, bowiem nastêpuje sta³y rozwój wiedzy, nauki i techniki, co dostarcza nowych
zasobów kopalin do gospodarczego wykorzystania.
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RATIONAL MINERAL DEPOSIT MANAGEMENT IN THE LIGHT OF MINERAL RESOURCES THEORY

K e y w o r d s

Mineral resources, mineral commodities, rational mineral deposit management, static and dynamic resources
theory

A b s t r a c t

Modern civilization requires constant access to mineral resources. In analysing of the amount of available
resources, one can approach it with either a static or dynamic resource model. In both cases, however, it is a key to
manage resources rationally. Rational resource management is not a well-defined concept; it is rather an ongoing
process of law improving and adapting the technology to particular resources. Different phases of resource
management require different economical and legal tools. There is a need for a state-wide strategy for mineral
resources extracting, which would consider the discussions and decisions made by EU in recent years. It is
necessary to determine how long the mineral resources will be sufficent. The author presents his opinion that in
a predictable time horizon the limits of mineral resources will not be met, since an ongoing development
of knowledge, science and technique continuously extends the number of mineral deposits suitable for economic
extraction.
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